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Tease Me has 24 ratings and 0 reviews. Tease Me by Dawn Atkins released on Oct 18, is available now for purchase.

The two bks are connected by the heroines who are sisters and the wrong bed trope. I read this because 1 I
wanted to try a new-to-me Harlequin author and 2 this featured a nerd hero. I adore beta heroes, especially
nerd heroes since they are as rare as hens teeth. I just wish this book was better written; this was a DNF. Flat
story, flat characters, no c Nerdy guy helplessly in love with unattainable girl; bad girl with commitment
issues; makovers. There is some deceit that might make sensitive readers uncomfortable, but in the context of
the book I thought it worked okay. RLA This is the story of Melanie, she is the kind of girl that just cant help
but fall for the wrong guys, the bad boys! She has been good friends with the male character Edgar for some
time. Edgar has been in love with her for ages and really struggles watching her waste her time on the going
nowhere liaisons she keeps having, but he is too shy to let her know how he feels. She just wants them to use
her and throw her away as that is what she feels safe with. Amusing story with a couple hot sex scenes.
However, if you have a fairly low tolerance level for selfish bitches, you might want to give this o Mnms A
very sweet and charming story. However, I was intrigued enough by the nerd-status of Edgar to keep on trying
with this book, and I was not disappointed. I really liked this one a lot. I thought it was a quick, easy read that
also interested me with the story-lines. And I really liked Edgar. It was a little annoying to me that sometimes
while I was waiting to see what was going to happen with Melanie and Edgar, the next chapter would switch
to Alana or Tricia, but I have a thing for smart, sexy nerds though I stayed up until 3am finishing it, because I
was just that engrossed in the angst and wanting the "good guy" to win the "bad girl" over. A couple events
stretched belief but I always enjoy a man in pursuit. Fun loving Melanie sneaks into bed with sweet but geeky
co-worker Edgar thinking he is somebody else. Mem B May All in all a good, fun read though. Christine
Interesting twist to the normal alpha male hero in these type of romances. I really liked the hero, who was
presented as less than hot, but the heroine rubbed me wrong somehow. Noor i love a hot and sexy nerd and a
man who fights for his women, the hero in this book has and does both things what is there not to love
Alexis-Morgan Roark It was just OK. I liked the hero, it was the heroine who got on my nerves!
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Get this from a library! Tease me. [Dawn Atkins] -- It's sizzle at first sight for Jackson McCall when Heidi Fields shows up
on his doorstep. There's something irresistible about her that he'd love to explore.
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